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BOOK REVIEWS

Lecture Notes on Dermatology. BETHEL SOLOMONS, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P.I.
Oxford. Blackwell Scientific Publications. 1965. Pp. viii +249.
Price 21s.
These lecture notes give a clear-cut picture of the more common skin
diseases seen in general practice. The photographs are excellent and the
text straightforward and very easy to read.
Of detailed criticisms: table 1 shows the amount of ointments, etc.,
which should be prescribed but gives no idea how long these amounts are
expected to last. In the British Isles the most common cause of scalp
ring-worm is not M. Adouini but probably M. Canis in towns and T.
Verrucosum in the country; equally no mention is made of local measures
for removing the mass of infected hairs in cattle ring-worm of the scalp or
beard, the most important point in treatment from the patient's point of
view. Although smallpox has a small section, no mention is made of
orf in the virus diseases, a condition being much more frequently recognized in the farming community. It is stated that nivaquin should only
be given under the supervision of a dermatologist for long periods due to
eye changes. It would seem that it would be much more appropriate for
ophthalmologists to carry out this work, as early changes are difficult to
detect. Bullous lesions are seen frequently in general practice presumably
due to insect bites-though these cannot be called bullous disorders in the
true sense of the term.
This is a most excellent book and can be thoroughly recommended.

How to interpret. A series of volumes published by John Wright and
Sons Ltd. Bristol. 1964.
Cardiac Radiology by DANIEL ROUTIER. Pp. 68. Price 8s. 6d.
An Electrocardiogram. Professor CAMILLE LIAN and J. VILENSKI.
Third edition. Pp. 95. Price lls. 6d.
Pleuropulmonary Radiology. Professor L. BABAIANTZ and F. CARDIS.
Pp. 100. Price Ils. 6d.
Investigations used in Clinical Endocrinology. Professor M. PERRAULT,
B. CLAVEL and J. F. COLAS-BELCOUR. Pp. 136. Price 13s. 6d.
The original Belgian series Savoir interprdter consists of 24 volumes of
which only five have yet been translated into English. Four of these are
briefly reviewed here. They vary in scope, Clinical Endocrinology being
the most comprehensive. They vary too in their reliability; the two on
radiology are good and are well translated. Endocrinology contains many
mistakes; for example, p. 24, " an ovulatory " should be a single word;
p. 38 " not exceeding 20 per cent " should read " exceeding 20 per cent ";
p. 35 a diameter measured in Mg; p. 59 " de Doniach" should read " of
Doniach ". These are irritating and perhaps rather minor but they
disturb one's confidence. The volume on Electrocardiography is worse.
For example, p. 25 " some useless complications " . . . ? calculations.
And rather surprisingly the author includes vectorcardiography in these
useless complications. Page 31 in the description of the clinical importance
of heart block, bundle branch block and A-V block are mixed up in a

